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AN INYESTIGATION OF DIFFERENT MODELING TECHNIQUES FOR AUTONOMOUS
ROBOT NA WGATION
Jedidiah Crandall

ABSTRACT
This research aims to give recommendations towards modeling the navigation control architectures for an
autonomousrover designed for an unstructured, outdoors environment. These recommendations are equally applicable
to other autonomousvehicles, such as aircraft or underwatervehicles. Many successfularchitecturesfor this application
have been developed, but there is no common terminology for the discussion of robotics architectures and their
properties in general. This paper suggests the use of terms borrowed from administrative theory to facilitate
interdisciplinary dialog about the tradeoffs of various kinds of models for robotics and similar systems.
Past approaches to modeling autonomous robot navigation architectures have broken the architectureup into
layers or levels. The upper levels or layers make high-level decisions about how the robot is going to accomplish a task,
and the lower levels or layers make low-level decisions. This is analogous to a CEO of a corporation telling the
managers how he wants the corporation to work towards its goal. The managers each oversee a part of the corporation.
The workers are told what to do, but still make low-level decisions such as how hard to twista screw, what tool to use
to remove a rivet, or to do something other than what they were told in the interest of safety.
Traditionally, there have been two or three layers for robot architectures, and every module developed fits into
one of these layers. Every branch of the hierarchy has one module in each of the layers. The reasons given for breaking
the architecture up into two or three layers vary fiom implementationto implementation. This paper aims to take a more
generalized view.
The benefits of the two or three layered approach are well published, including reliability, reusability, and
scalability among others. This paper asserts that these layers are unnecessary, and that vertical specialization can be
implemented to a different degree on different branches of the hierarchy. For example, the velocity controller on a rover
might have two layers, whereas the steering controller on the same rover might have four. They share the highest layer,
which is the navigational planner that coordinates them. But the two branches of hierarchy between the navigational
planner and the two actuators look very different fiom one another. This facilitates a decentralization of the decision
making duties and greater freedom in the process of breaking the navigation system up into modules.
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Space Grant Rover Project at EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University in Prescott, Arizona is
building a rover that will navigate autonomously in an
unstructured outdoors, environment. A "tour-guide" rover
is also being built that will serve as a prototype for this
rover. The Your-guide" rover will navigate in a structured,
indoors environment.
A heterogeneous model based on the model
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presented in (Pirjanian, 1995) is being implemented for the
"tour-guide" rover. This heterogeneous model has three
levels for navigation: Mission, Skill, and Reactive. The
levels are separated by the kind of model representation
that each uses. A semantic model is usually a high-level
representation such as a graph or a procedural
representation. A geometricmodel gives positions in terms
of distances and angles, like a CAD model. An iconic
model is usually a bitmap of the robot's world where
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different numbers represent obstacles, paths, and other
objects.
The Mission level of the "tour-guide"
implementation uses a semanticmodel and produces highlevel instructionswhen given the current position and goal
position of the rover. These instructions look like 'Go ten
meters down the hallway," ''Turn right ninety-degrees,"
and "Stop and play the audio file that talks about the
Controls Lab."
The Skill level executes these commands using
geometric models. For example, one Skill level hction
uses edge detection and a Hough transform to detect the
edges of the hallway and follow them. The reactive level
uses a semantic model of the edges detected in fiont of the
rover to avoid collisions by stopping.
Other implementations have used two or three
levels, which are also commonly called layers, but there is
no consensus about why the architectures are broken into
levels. In (Alami, 1993) the need for adaptability is
juxtaposed against the need for reliability. Adaptability
means that the robot can plan its navigation autonomously.
Reliability means that the robot should have low-level
behaviors so that it can be asserted that it will work
properly before it is launched. These seemingly opposing
criteria are met with two different levels: the Decision
Level for adaptability and the Functional Level for
reliability.
(Alami, 1998) adds another level, the Executive
Level, which executes the high-level commands iiom the
Decision Level. A similar three-leveled approach is
presented in (Simmons, 1998), which calls them the
Planning Layer, the Executive Layer, and the Behavior
Layer. (Gat 1998) uses the names Deliberator, Sequencer,
and Controller and the need hr three layers is attributed to
the problem of internal state, where information about the
world is stored in the robots memory. The Controller
provides a tight coupling between detection and reaction by
using no internal state in the making of decisions. The
Sequencer uses some internal state data about the past to
execute the commands of the Deliberator. The Deliberator
makes plans through time-consuming search algorithms
and relies on internal state data to make predictions about
the future.
(C&Mani&e, 2000) points out that the use of a
layered approach creates different levels of abstraction,
which promotesverification and validation. (Nesnas, 2001)
uses a two layered approach, with a Decision Layer and a
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Functional Layer, to facilitatethe reusability ofcomponents
in different robots. The architecture presented in (Singh,
2000) has a Global Planning layer and a Local
Traversability layer, a major distinction being that "all
processing and decision making is done on a single
processor." This means that the levels are not always
broken up physically.
What are the underlying reasons for these layers?
Reusability? Verifiability? Internal state? Reflexivity?
Scalability? Should there be two layers or three? The next
section of this paper will present a terminology for
discussing these architectures in general. The section after
that suggests some advantages and disadvantages of what
will be called vertical specialization. The conclusion will
discuss plans for futurework on the Embry-Riddleoutdoors
rover and make recommendations for modeling its
architecture.
TERMINOLOGY
Before engineers fiom a variety of disciplines can
have a productive discussion about a proposed robot
architecture they should have a common terminology for
talking about the tradeoff5 involved. The terms presented
here are borrowed iiom [8]. Administrative theory and its
hierarchic organizations parallel robotics architectures in
many ways.
Horizontal specialization will be defined as the
division of work by the scope and nature of duties. For
example, one controller might be specialized for steering
while another might be specialized for controlling the
throttle.
Vertical specializationis the division of decisionmaking duties. An administrator in administrative theory
makes high-level decisionsabout the m e and goals ofthe
institution, and a worker on the assembly line makes lowlevel decisions about how to get their job done and deal
with real-time constraints. The decision-making duties are
similarly divided in the hierarchic models for autonomous
robot navigation.
Taken directly fiom (Simon, 1997): "A
subordinate [node] may be said to accept authority
whenever [it] permits [its] behavior to be guided by a
decision reached by another [node]." Authority is an
important concept in modeling a robot's behavior because
it can provide trace-ability fiom high-level decisionsto real
observed behaviors of the robot.
Bounded rationality will be defined here in a way
that includes the engineers building the robot. The ability
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of a node to reach a decision from given decisional
premises in real-time is bounded by software complexity
and processing speed. The bound on software complexity is
due more to the ability of the engineer to understand and
veri& the software than anything else.
Communication will be defined as "any process
whereby decisional premises are transmitted fiom one
[node] of an organization to another (Simon, 1997)."
These decisionalpremises might be sensorydata, high-level
commands to be executed by a lower-level node, or progress
reports transmitted to higher-level nodes by lower-level
nodes.
THE TRADEOFFS OF VERTICAL
SPECIALIZATION
The reasons fix horizontal specialization are fairly
obvious. In an autonomous airplane it is easy to see why it
might be u s e l l to have a different controller for the
ailerons than for the elevators or the rudder. This promotes
reusability, verifiability, scalability and all kinds of other
desirable properties. But what do we gain fiom vertical
specialization?
First of all, ifthere is any horizontal specialization
then vertical specialization is necessary for coordination.
The rudder on an autonomous airplane can be programmed
to control yaw and avoid slip. But there must be some
coordination between the ailerons and elevator if the
airplane is going to get where it intends to go. This
necessitates a higher-level node with the authority to turn
and climb and descend to execute a navigational plan.
The division of authority that vertical
specialization allows can help with the debugging process,
as well. A decision can be traced back to the node that
made it. It is not entirely unfeasible that a system could be
implemented that had only one node to make all of the
decisions. One examplewould be a learning robot. But then
if the robot does not behave as specified it will be difficult
to discern why.
Placing authority at different levels can be used to
satisfL problems associated with reflexivity and global
planning. Global planning is done best by a central, highlevel node because it has the authority to make the plan be
implemented. Low-level nodes should still have as much
authority as possible within their domains, though. This
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allows for reflexivity to avoid hazards. For example, the
steering mechanism in a rover might sense that the rover is
about to roll and turn the wheels into the roll to try to
prevent it. This should be done regardless ofwhether or not
it is part of the global plan. The goal of a rover is not just
to navigate to its destination, but also to do so without
incurring physical damage or creating a hazard to its
environment.
Finally, vertical specialization can provide
different levels of abstraction to promote modularity. The
global planner does not necessarily need to know whether
it is being used on a rover or a hovercraft This modularity
kcilitates things like reusability and incremental
development.
Less obvious are the disadvantages of vertical
specialization. In the extreme case vertical specialization
can create a "tall, skinny" hierarchy that inhibits the flow
of decisions from the high-level planner down to the lowlevel actuators.
Vertical specialization requires more bandwidth
for communicationsunless authority can be decentralized.
If a node leaves no authority to its subordinates then there
is no need for vertical specialization. Beyond a certain
point, vertical specialization complicates interactions
between nodes more than it simplifies the decisional
processes within the nodes.
CONCLUSIONS AND FVTUFW WORK
The recommendation of this paper is that a
navigational model should be broken up into nodes that
have well defined decisional premises, decision-making
processes, and authority. The authority can be divided in
such a way that it is decentralized enough for reflexivity
and bandwidth reduction, but centralized enough to keep
the robot always coordinated and working towards its goal.
Future work at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University in Prescott, Arizona will be to implement a
model for the outdoors rover, which will probably be an
automated All-Terrain Vehicle. The process of designing,
building, and debugging a robot's architecture should be a
good test of the utility of the ideas presented in this paper.
It is anticipated that several disadvantagesto breaking away
from the layered approach might arise.0
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